EYE CATCHING LANDMARKS

Organization
Tulpi-design is a Dutch product design company. The company was
established in April 2011 and is run by designer Marco Manders and
his team of creative professionals and interns.
Tulpi-design is a typical Dutch design studio with a flair for quirky,
innovative and playful design for indoor and outdoor environments.
Marco Manders achieved international recognition with his
Tulpi-seats, which are based on the Dutch national flower, the tulip.
Tulpi-seats have been ‘planted’ all over the world and their popularity
continues to ‘grow’.
Marco’s visionary designs are genuinely eye catching… not just for
their organic shapes, which are constant reminders of nature’s beauty,
but primarily because they epitomise the importance of social design.
This designer embraces the cohesion of environment and people,
playfully contributing to, and thus enhancing, the value, appearance
and importance of our surroundings.
Tulpi products are designed to inject fun and colour into our outdoor
and indoor environments. The designs confirm Holland’s reputation
for producing high quality products. Not only was the shape a major
focus point during the product development process, but a lot of
thought and research went into its ergonomic features and user
comfort.
During Dutch Design Week 2011, an independent jury awarded the
Tulpi-Seat the coveted Award for Most Original Design and Good
Industrial Design (GIO). In 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018 Marco Manders
received the Bronz, Silver and Golden A’ Award and the Silver and
Golden IDA award. His Tulpi-Seat was also awarded the APCD * IDA
Excellent Award.

Tulpi-Seat

Even the Dutch Royal Family enjoy sitting on the Tulpi®-Seat.

Tulpi ®-Seat
The eye-catching Tulpi®-Seat,
developed by Dutch designer
Marco Manders, will add colour to
any environment. The Tulpi®-Seat
is a perfect combination of design,
ergonomics and sustainability with
a huge fun factor!
The Tulpi®-Seat automatically folds
when its occupant gets up…
guaranteeing a clean and dry seat
for the next user!
With full 360 degree rotation, the
Tulpi®-Seat lets you pick your own
view!
This clever contemporary product is
typical of Dutch design, entertaining
and quirky. It will ‘flower’ and
brighten up your surroundings!

The Tulpi®-Seat mobile
version is available on a
ø70 cm stainless steel plate,
enabling the user to place
the Tulpi®-Seat wherever
wanted, including inside.

The Tulpi®-Seat fixed version
can be assembled via the
pedestal base on a concrete
block or pavement.

“A great product has the potential to be life
changing. It can be simultaneously beautiful
and innovative, useful and creative, designed
to solve a problem, make life easier or simply
spread joy.”

